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Abstract
Existing operating system (OS) designs provide inadequate isolation of user applications from errors that occur in OS services. If an error causes the failure of an
OS service, all dependent applications are affected. The
OS design described in this paper ameliorates this problem
by reorganizing OS state in an effort to make OS services
transparently restartable. This is achieved by partitioning
application-related OS state into isolated per-application
memory regions. Access to these memory regions is provided to OS services on a “need-to-know” basis when processing application requests. Applications are not allowed
access to these memory regions for security. This design
helps improve the dependability of the system.

1 Introduction
Computer system reliability is an important concern in
today’s world and has fueled a significant amount of recent
research into operating system (OS) structure [21, 16, 22].
Existing OS designs, however, do not adequately protect
applications from runtime errors that occur inside the OS.
These errors can be caused by buggy drivers [9] or by hardware faults. Errors which occur inside monolithic kernels
can potentially corrupt both OS and application data. Microkernel designs partition the OS into smaller components
that are mutually isolated. This organization helps to contain error propagation and improves the overall reliability
of the system. OS services running on microkernels, however, usually maintain state corresponding to applications
as illustrated in figure 1. This creates a tight coupling between applications and the OS service. For example, if the
filesystem server in a microkernel such as Minix3 [14] is
terminated because of an error, all running applications that
depend on the filesystem also fail. The Minix3 reincarnation server simply restarts the failed service and does not
help recover existing applications [13]. This shortcoming
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Figure 1. Microkernel OS structure

also exists in other microkernels like L4 [17], Chorus [18],
and EROS [20]. While stateless OS services can be safely
restarted, any server which holds application state presents
a serious impediment to system reliability.
Our goal is to decouple an OS service from applications so that an error in the service does not affect all
dependent applications. This is achieved by relocating
application-specific state from the OS servers into special
per-application memory regions referred to as Server State
Regions (SSRs). This is illustrated in figure 2. In the figure,
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Figure 2. Proposed OS structure

“App1-info” (originally shown in figure 1), which represents state information about App1 maintained by ServerA,
has been moved from ServerA to App1’s SSR-A. With this
design, error propagation can be minimized by controlling
access to the SSR.
When an application requests an OS service, the kernel
grants the server temporary access to the SSR. The server
can only manipulate data in the SSR while processing the
request. When the server completes processing the request,
its permissions to the SSR are revoked. A multi-threaded
server can have several SSRs corresponding to different
client applications mapped in at the same time. For security, SSRs are inaccessible from applications. The kernel
can use memory protection mechanisms to manage application and server permissions.
If an error occurs during the processing of a request, it
is confined to the server’s address space and therefore only
affects the SSRs that are currently mapped in. When an
error is detected, the server is immediately restarted. The
kernel preserves SSRs through a restart. After restarting,
the server is responsible for detecting corrupted SSRs and
repairing them. If corrupted SSRs can not be transparently
repaired, error codes are returned for pending requests. Th e
restarted server seamlessly resumes servicing those applications whose SSRs were not corrupted. Thus, in our design, only a small subset of the dependent applications are
affected. We assume that a server restart eliminates the error condition and returns the system to a usable state. This
technique is similar in nature to a micro-reboot [5].
In a filesystem server, for example, if an error occurs
when a corrupted disk block is parsed, only the application
that was reading that file is affected. As soon as the filesystem server recovers from the error by restarting, all other
applications can continue to access the filesystem normally.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the management of state in section 2. Section 3
presents the design of some typical OS services that use
SSRs. The dependability characteristics of our proposed
OS structure are presented in section 4. Some additional aspects of our design are discussed in section 5. We compare
our design with some related work in section 6 and conclude
in section 7.

2 State Management
Our design attempts to protect client-related OS service
state from errors that occur in the OS. It achieves this by
partitioning this state into individual client-specific objects
and distributing these objects to the clients. These objects
are stored in SSRs associated with clients. For example, a
storage server that provides access to raw disk blocks can
store information about outstanding requests such as priority and requested blocks in client SSRs.
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Figure 3. Servicing a Client Request

In our design a server can also be a client to other servers.
For example, the filesystem server may be a client to the
storage server. A memory paging server that provides diskbacked memory pages can, in turn, be a client to the storage
server as well. It is possible to architect an entire OS environment using such restartable fault-isolated components.
An SSR is created when a client first binds to a server,
and a new SSR is created for every server to which a client
binds. While SSRs are created from the client’s memory
pool, the kernel sets the memory permissions on the SSR
so that it cannot be accessed by code running in the client.
This access control is required for security since it would
otherwise be possible for the client to manipulate data objects used by the server.
SSRs are destroyed when clients unbind from a server.
If a client is abruptly terminated, the kernel notifies servers
whose SSRs are still associated with the client. Servers can
use this notification to perform any cleanup operations that
are necessary.
When a client binds to a server and initiates a service
request, the kernel enters a mapping for the SSR into the
virtual memory translation tables of the server before dispatching the request to it. This is illustrated in figure 3.
The server can now access the SSR and use it to store and
manage any client-specific state required to handle the request. When the server sends a response back to the process,
the kernel removes the server’s access to the SSR. Servers
can be multi-threaded and have multiple client SSRs corresponding to in-progress client requests mapped in simultaneously. In this case, there is a trade-off in terms of the
absence of fault isolation between simultaneously mapped
in SSRs.
Some servers can be designed so that they are stateless
and only require state information stored in the current SSR
in order to process a request. For example, consider a server
that encapsulates a sound card audio output device driver.
Information such as the audio bit-rate can be stored in client
SSRs and this is sufficient to process client requests. Some
servers cannot be completely stateless and might require the
maintenance of a global view of all client state in order to

process a request. In the storage service example, in addition to the state maintained in the SSRs, the server would
need to maintain a queue of pending requests in order of
priority. This global view can be maintained in the server
address space as a cache of objects in the client SSRs. This
cache can be maintained and verified during the processing
of client requests.
A server can attempt to recover from a failure by restarting. Since SSRs are persistent across server restarts, a
restarted server can continue to process requests from existing clients using the information stored in the SSRs. A
restarted server first obtains a list of all related SSRs from
the kernel and verifies their validity. A server specific recovery routine attempts to recover invalid SSRs. If an SSR
cannot be recovered, an error is reported to the client that
owns the SSR. Our isolation design ensures that only the
SSRs that were used by the server after the occurrence of
the error are affected by it.
If the sever requires a global view of all the SSRs, the
cached objects can be re-created during recovery by obtaining all related SSRs from the kernel. For example, if
the storage server crashes, the order of items in the request
queue and job information stored in the server is lost. When
it is restarted, it can reconstruct the job information and
a new queue order from its SSRs present in clients. This
recovery would be completely transparent to clients: they
would not need to resubmit their disk block requests.

3 OS Service Examples
Our proposal requires designing and constructing OS
services so that they use SSRs to manage client-specific
state. In the previous section, we described how a storage
service can be designed to use SSRs. In this section,
we will briefly outline the design for a timer service, a
filesystem service and a network service that use SSRs.
Timer Service: Operating systems usually include a
timer service which can be used for periodic notifications.
Clients present an interval period when they register with
the service. A timer server can be designed to store this
information in client SSRs. The service also maintains
a local queue of all pending notifications that it uses to
service its clients. If the server dies and restarts, the
queue of pending notifications is lost. The queue can be
re-created with the information in all the client SSRs.
When reconstructing the queue, the server can assume
that the start time for all client periods is the current time.
This ensures that clients continue to receive notifications
albeit with a skew due to the queue re-creation. The worst
possible skew corresponds to an entire period (or one
missed notification). This happens when the server fails
just before a notification was due.

Filesystem Service: A filesystem server that supports a
POSIX API provides clients with file handles to access
a file when it is in use. A server can store the mappings
between file handles and filesystem inodes in the SSR
for a client. Additional information such as the current
read/write offset (index) in the file can also be stored in the
SSR. These details are client-specific and can be used to
provide uninterrupted access to files even if the server is
restarted.
After a restart, system specific configuration settings
such as disk partition information may be reloaded from a
configuration manager service. The objects managing the
buffer cache can be made to persist across the server restart
or the cache can be recovered through other techniques such
as those used in Rio [7].
Locks which are used to synchronize access to files can
exist in the local state of the filesystem server. SSRs can
hold redundant information about file locks held by clients.
When the server fails and restarts, it can re-create internal
lock state from this information in the SSRs.
Network Service: A network service that provides
TCP or UDP connections can use SSRs to store clientrelated information such as socket information and port
numbers. A server local copy can be maintained in order to
process incoming packets and for queuing reasons. Buffers
for packets may be maintained in the server.
If the server restarts after a failure, it can re-create all
internal state using the information in SSRs. System-wide
configuration settings such as the IP address and routing information may be loaded from files or a configuration manager service. It can then resume processing outgoing and
incoming packets. Loss of packets when the server crashes
is similar to packet loss on the network and can be recovered by higher level protocols. An alternative strategy may
be to recover buffers using techniques similar to those used
for the filesystem buffer cache.

4 Dependability Characteristics
In this section, we examine our design with respect to
some of the dependability attributes presented in Avizienis
et al [2].
Reliability: In our design, an error in a server can
affect only those clients with which it has communicated
until the error is detected and fixed by restarting the server.
The SSRs of these clients may be potentially corrupted,
but all other SSRs are guaranteed to be free of corruption.
When the server is restarted, the clients with valid SSRs
can continue to interact normally with it. This transparent
server recovery improves the overall reliability of the
system.

Availability: Since the SSR is allocated out of the client
process’ assigned memory pool, the client process cannot
perform a denial of service attack by issuing requests that
result in the allocation of large amounts of OS state. This
helps ensure the availability of OS services.
Existing designs such as the reincarnation server in
Minix3 ensure high availability by simply restarting managed servers when they fail. We take advantage of this technique to improve server availability in our system as well.
While our initial goal was to ensure that an error in the
server did not unnecessarily affect clients, our design also
helps with creating robust client applications. A client
can request that its SSRs be persisted across client failures
and restarts. Since the error that caused the failure cannot
corrupt the SSR, it can be used to resume an interrupted
session if the client can re-create its internal state using
other techniques such as persistent memory. For example,
if the SSR holds TCP connection information from the
network server, the TCP connection can be resumed
without interruption after a crash and restart of the client.
This can improve both the availability and reliability of the
client.
Confidentiality and Integrity: Our design follows
the “Need-to-Know” security principle. A server only has
access to SSRs for clients which it is currently servicing.
The server is denied access to SSRs of clients which have
bound to the server but do not have pending requests.
Therefore, a subverted server can only compromise the
confidentiality and integrity of data of clients that initiate
requests after the server has been compromised.
We are currently working on a framework to check the
integrity of an OS by verifying the integrity of individual
objects in the system. SSRs can be associated with server
specific checkers that can verify the integrity of the stored
data objects. Encapsulating client-related state in SSRs
makes it easier to identify clients that have corrupted SSRs
and notify them.
Maintainability: Our design also improves the maintainability of the operating system. Since servers are
designed to be restartable, server upgrades are a simple
matter of terminating the old server and starting a new
server. As long as the new server can interpret existing
SSRs for the service, clients would not be affected and there
would be no interruption of service during the upgrade.

5 Discussion
We believe that separating out client-related state from
OS services in order to achieve our goals is not a difficult
task. The required state can be easily identified from an
analysis of data needed for server recovery. For services

that cannot be made completely stateless, a local redundant
copy of the SSR state can be maintained as described in
section 2. The redundancy also helps in detecting errors. If
the copies are inconsistent, an error can be signaled.
Compared to traditional OS server designs, a small increase in the complexity of server code is unavoidable when
using our approach. We feel that this is a reasonable price
to pay for increased dependability. Our design also incurs
performance overheads due to the need to switch address
spaces multiple times within the OS when processing some
requests. This overhead is experienced by all microkernel
systems. Our current implementation approach is to make
use of a single address space with distinct protection domains for OS servers in a manner similar to Opal [6] to reduce this overhead. Additional performance improvements
may be possible by exploiting architectural features such as
tags on memory pages. On the ARM processor, this is supported by the “domain” concept.
Our design does not guarantee complete recovery from
all OS errors. While error propagation is minimized by
componentizing the OS into services, errors can still propagate through the poorly designed interfaces and result in
failures of other components. Such cascading failures may
result in an unusable system. The chances of successful recovery are significantly dependent on error detection latencies. If an error is detected soon after it occurs, the damage
it can do is limited and the chances of successful recovery
are high. Thus, additional improvements in reliability may
be obtained by combining our design with techniques for
early error detection such as SafeDrive [25]. OS lockup errors can also be detected using watchdog timers [10]. The
only error detection mechanism available in a direct implementation of our design is virtual memory protection that
signals invalid memory access errors.
SSRs can be implemented as objects representing memory pages so that the kernel can easily manage server and
client access to the SSRs through virtual memory permissions in the page tables. Allocating SSRs at page granularities may result in inefficient memory usage. This can
be addressed by either allocating multiple SSRs within the
same page at the expense of reduced isolation, or by using future architectural support such as Mondriaan Memory
Protection [24].
SSR metadata is maintained within the kernel as a table
associated with process objects. This ensures the security
of the SSRs and allows the kernel to easily map SSRs into
server address spaces when processing a request.
In addition to the dependability characteristics discussed
in the previous section, we believe that our OS organization
affords several benefits over existing designs which couple client state along with server state. Stateless servers
are likely to improve scalability because they can be easily
replicated onto many processors. This is especially signif-

icant for future multi-core processor designs. The explicit
separation of client-related OS state can provide simple designs and easy implementations of process checkpointing
and migration algorithms. In order to do this in a traditional microkernel, process related OS state information has
to be collected from multiple servers that provide system
services.

6 Related Work
The idea of a stateless server is reminiscent of the
original implementation of Sun’s Network File System
(NFS) [19]. One of the reasons for the NFS design is that
it allows for easier recovery in the event of a server being
restarted or a temporary failure in communication. Unfortunately, the stateless behavior of the NFS protocol left it
vulnerable to attack [23, 15]. Our design avoids the forged
credential attacks that plagued NFS because SSRs are managed by the kernel and cannot be forged by clients.
SSR design is different from shared memory. Unlike
shared memory, clients are oblivious to the existence of
SSRs. Persistent (across a server restart) memory segments
can be used to implement SSRs entirely within a server, but
this places the responsibility of protecting individual SSRs
in the server. This also results in reduced SSR security
and eliminates the option of charging SSR memory costs
to clients.
Chorus [18] includes support for persistent memory
that can be used to store and recover state after a “HotRestart” [1]. But this is not used by the OS and is provided
as a service for applications. Also, these persistent memory
regions are not protected from corruption due to server errors. Minix3 [14] also provides the ability to persist state
across a restart using a data store server. As with Chorus,
this functionality is not exploited by the OS.
SSR access control is different from passing object capabilities between clients and servers. Unlike capabilities,
SSR access is only granted to predefined servers and is easily revoked. Also, when an SSR is mapped from a client to
a server, the privileges to the SSR are escalated. This is not
possible with many current implementations of capabilities.
Checkpointing is widely used to recover from software
failures. The use of OS server checkpoints at every request
is not a feasible solution because of runtime memory copying and kernel interaction overheads. There is also an uncertainty in the number of checkpoints required to roll back
to a correct state. Additionally, all work done since the last
checkpoint is lost. EROS [20], which uses complete system
checkpoints to recover from a crash, avoids performance
problems by running the checkpointing task in the background. But it is prone to the other mentioned issues with
checkpointing.
The Fluke [11] and Cache [8] microkernels allow user

processes to access and modify associated kernel objects.
This is possible through a design that clearly defines and
exports process related kernel state. While this decouples
user processes from the microkernel and can allow for easy
checkpointing and process migration implementations, it
does not address the coupling of user processes with OS
services such as the filesystem.
The QuickSilver system [12] uses transactions to recover
to a consistent system state after a failure. But server failures are not recovered and clients receive error codes when
they try to communicate with a failed server. Server replication is one approach used to address this issue. Replication,
however, does not help recover from errors due to software
bugs which affect all replicas. In our design, servers recover
transparently to clients and do not require replication. There
is a possibility that restarted servers do not re-encounter the
bug that caused the failure [5]. Quicksilver also provides a
log manager interface that can be used by servers to store
data required for recovery. But, there is no mechanism that
allows for isolation of per-client state. Also, logging encounters substantially more overheads than our lightweight
memory isolation approach.
Nooks [21] increases the reliability of Linux by isolating faults in device drivers using virtual memory protection
and by recovering failed drivers. Isolation of Linux device
drivers in separate virtual machines has also been explored
using the L4 microkernel [16]. OKE [3] isolates untrusted
driver code but requires the use of a special safety enforcing
compiler. Unlike our approach, these techniques do not isolate and protect client-related OS service state. However,
the driver recovery techniques employed in these projects
are also applicable to our design. SafeDrive [25] uses language based techniques to improve OS reliability by detecting type safety violations. Such techniques complement our
approach and further improve the reliability of our design.

7 Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a technique to provide isolation to
client-related OS service state so that when an OS server
encounters an error, the propagation of the error is limited
to active clients. Additionally, persistence of client-related
state in SSRs allows servers to recover from failures through
simple restarts.
We have started implementing our design using the
Choices OS [4]. Since submission of this paper, a framework that supports state management using SSRs has been
built and several OS services have been rewritten using this
framework. We intend to publish an analysis of our implementation in future papers. Latest information on this
project (CuriOS) can be found on our website at http://
choices.cs.uiuc.edu.
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